Innovation is our passion.
Securecell is the trusted partner for biopharma, enabling them to bring new therapies to patients in a safe, efficient, and economical
way. We innovate ground-breaking measuring and control engineering technologies to radically improve bioprocessing, medical
treatment, and patient health. For more than 25 years, we have been delivering innovative solutions in bioprocess control for biotech,
pharma, and academia. This expertise and experience provided the fundament for the technology transfer into the medtech space
and the development of Seraccess, a truly disruptive diabetes therapy.
Continuing steadily on our sustainable innovation path and growth journey, we are looking for a

Clinical/Medical Affairs Manager
for Seraccess, our radically different diabetes therapy.
You are ready and willing to help build the department of Clinical/Medical Affairs at our headquarters in Urdorf, Zurich, Switzerland. You
will work on creating, monitoring and reviewing clinical evaluations and be responsible for planning and supervising clinical trials and
their assessment. You will coordinate and manage the close collaboration with external service providers (CROs, statisticians, labs, etc.)
and track compliance with regulatory requirements and changes thereof. Your position will be at the intersection between R&D,
marketing, and sales. As such, you will advise and assist product and project managers regarding all clinical aspects of our medical
device. You will also identify key opinion leaders (KOL) and build and maintain lasting relationships with them.

Your Profile
University degree in medicine, pharmaceutics, natural sciences, medical technology, or another life sciences program with
relevant expertise PhD preferred, but not required.
At least 3 years experience in the field of clinical/medical affairs, ideally previous work with medical devices
Prior experience in creating clinical evaluations, writing medical academic texts, research (medical academic databases), and
planning and supervising clinical trials for complex medical devices.
Familiarity with the regulatory environment for medical devices (MDR, harmonized standards)
Interdisciplinary, systematic, and analytical thinking and structured approach
Good ability to communicate, integrate, and work in teams.
Excellent MS Office skills and fluency in spoken and written English

Our offer
Securecell offers a highly diverse international working environment and the opportunity to collaborate with highly skilled individuals
from various disciplines. Partnership and interdisciplinary collaboration are at the core of our company, our research activities, and the
commercialization of our marketed products. We nurture true innovation and creative thinking to advance our research projects as well
as to continuously improve our marketed products. At Securecell, you will discover a challenging job, inspiring colleagues, and a true
purpose. We are looking forward to hearing from you!
Please submit your detailed curriculum vitae to hr@securecell.ch

Job location
Securecell headquarters are in Urdorf (Zurich), Switzerland.
www.securecell.ch

